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Abstract

Video Anomaly Detection (VAD) identifies unusual ac-
tivities in video streams, a key technology with broad ap-
plications ranging from surveillance to healthcare. Tack-
ling VAD in real-life settings poses significant challenges
due to the dynamic nature of human actions, environmental
variations, and domain shifts. Many research initiatives ne-
glect these complexities, often concentrating on traditional
testing methods that fail to account for performance on un-
seen datasets, creating a gap between theoretical models
and their real-world utility. Online learning is a potential
strategy to mitigate this issue by allowing models to adapt
to new information continuously. This paper assesses how
well current VAD algorithms can adjust to real-life condi-
tions through an online learning framework, particularly
those based on pose analysis, for their efficiency and pri-
vacy advantages. Our proposed framework enables contin-
uous model updates with streaming data from novel envi-
ronments, thus mirroring actual world challenges and eval-
uating the models’ ability to adapt in real-time while main-
taining accuracy. We investigate three state-of-the-art mod-
els in this setting, focusing on their adaptability across dif-
ferent domains. Our findings indicate that, even under the
most challenging conditions, our online learning approach
allows a model to preserve 89.39% of its original effective-
ness compared to its offline-trained counterpart in a specific
target domain.

1. Introduction

Video Anomaly Detection (VAD) is an essential area within

computer vision, tasked with pinpointing atypical behaviors

in specific scenes. It plays a pivotal role in a variety of

sectors, including surveillance and healthcare, where iden-
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Figure 1. A conceptual overview of an end-to-end system with

online unsupervised anomaly detection training. Frame sequences

(FS) collected from surveillance cameras pass through a pre-

processing phase to extract necessary annotations (A), including

bounding boxes (BB), tracking information (ID), and pose infor-

mation. This information consequently goes through anomaly de-

tection, which is used for real-time inference and collection. The

collection algorithm collects enough frame annotations (F[n]) for

training. After training, Updated Weights (UW) are replaced for

the next inference step.

tifying deviations from the norm is crucial. The scope of

anomalies it addresses is wide, with a significant emphasis

on detecting anomalies centered around human activities.

VAD techniques are primarily categorized into two types:

pixel-based methods, which analyze the raw data of pixels,

and pose-based methods, which focus on the dynamics of

joints and bodily movements. The latter is especially ben-

eficial in scenarios where privacy is a major concern, as it

prioritizes the analysis of skeletal movements over detailed

pixel imagery. This approach minimizes privacy concerns

and plays a vital role in mitigating biases, particularly those

affecting marginalized communities, thus providing a fairer

and more privacy-aware anomaly detection method.

Recognizing the wide range of normal and anomalous

behaviors, a reflection of human behavior’s complex na-
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ture poses a significant challenge to the generalizability

of VAD models in real-world scenarios. The inability of

existing datasets to fully capture this breadth significantly

hampers the applicability of VAD models outside labora-

tory conditions. This limitation has spurred a shift towards

unsupervised learning in VAD, where models learn from

unlabelled data, recognizing normal behavior patterns and

identifying deviations without needing predefined anoma-

lies. This move towards unsupervised methods represents a

pivotal adaptation, promising to enhance the robustness and

relevance of VAD models in diverse and unpredictable real-

world environments by accommodating the full spectrum of

human behaviors.

Nonetheless, human-centric VAD faces other inherent

challenges, such as the context-specific nature of what con-

stitutes an anomaly. This variability means that behaviors

considered normal in one setting might be deemed anoma-

lous in another. For instance, punching in a gym is typ-

ical, whereas the same behavior in a mall would be con-

sidered anomalous. Domain shift hurdle is more signif-

icant when transitioning anomaly detection models from

controlled experimental settings to real-world applications

of anomaly detection, in which anomalous behaviors are

deviations from established norms of behavior. In real-

world environments, ostensibly normal behaviors can often

be misconstrued as anomalous by these models due to dis-

crepancies arising from various factors, such as camera an-

gles and distance, which were not accounted for during the

training phase. Such discrepancies can lead to an inflated

rate of false positives, substantially undermining VAD sys-

tems’ practical utility and accuracy in natural settings. This

vulnerability to domain shift underscores the need for more

adaptive, context-aware machine learning models capable

of dynamically recalibrating their parameters to the nuances

of their operational environment, thereby enhancing their

effectiveness and reliability in diverse real-world applica-

tions.

Existing video anomaly detection (VAD) methodologies

often rely on offline learning paradigms, which inherently

limit their ability to adapt to real-world situations’ dynamic

and unpredictable nature. The shift towards online learning

for VAD anomaly detection is not merely a trend but a nec-

essary evolution to address these limitations. By continually

updating their knowledge base with new, unlabeled data en-

countered in their operational environment, online learning

algorithms embody the adaptability required to tackle the

complex nature of human behavior and the broad spectrum

of what may be considered abnormal in different contexts.

This capability to learn from streaming data in real-time al-

lows for the detection system to remain relevant and practi-

cal, even as the nature of anomalies evolves.

To our knowledge, no existing research has shied away

from online learning VAD, specifically within the domain

of pose-based VAD, marking a significant gap in the liter-

ature. It is also important to separate the concept of ”on-

line learning” VAD from the broader concept of ”online

anomaly detection” as outlined in various studies focused

on pixel-based analysis, such as those by [8, 16, 27], where

the term is typically associated with the capacity for real-

time decision-making. Unlike mere online anomaly detec-

tion, which implies immediate processing without learn-

ing from new data, online learning involves the algorithm’s

ability to continuously adapt and update its understanding,

enhancing its predictive accuracy over time. Overall, we

observe a notable oversight in mainstream VAD research,

where the inherent benefits and necessities of online learn-

ing for anomaly detection are often overshadowed by results

derived from the offline learning paradigm.

This study rigorously assesses the effectiveness and

adaptability of current pose-based Violence Detection

(VAD) methodologies, focusing on their application in on-

line VAD environments that simulate real-life conditions.

Our aim is not only to highlight the strengths and weak-

nesses of each model in the context of online VAD but also

to reveal their adaptability and efficiency in transitioning to

new domains. To this end, we design and implement an on-

line learning framework that mirrors the actual world chal-

lenges of VAD. The proposed online learning VAD frame-

work enables continuous model updates from novel envi-

ronments, thereby testing their ability to adapt in real-time

to new domains while maintaining high levels of accuracy

and privacy advantages. We analyze the performance and

efficiency of three state-of-the-art models, GEPC[18], STG-

NF[12], and TSGAD[20], in an execution environment that

emulates unseen streaming data in the real world. The find-

ings from our experiments demonstrate the proposed online

learning frameworks’ effectiveness, where models are able

to preserve between 89.39% and 99.20% of their perfor-

mance, as measured by the Area Under the Receiver Operat-

ing Characteristic Curve (AUC-ROC), in both the worst and

best-case scenarios, respectively, relative to models trained

offline in the target domain.

In summary, this study presents the following contribu-

tions:

• Development of an online learning framework tailored for

pose-based anomaly detection.

• Evaluation of traditional offline learning methodologies

to discover their efficacy and limitations within unseen

online scenarios.

• Highlighting the research gaps and looking at the evolu-

tion and potential breakthroughs of video anomaly detec-

tion in the wild.

2. Related Works
Historically, traditional VAD methods predominantly uti-

lized handcrafted features[5, 6, 24], which, while effective
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Figure 2. A conceptual overview of an end-to-end system with

online unsupervised anomaly detection training.

in controlled settings, often faced challenges in generalizing

to the diverse conditions of real-world applications. With

the advent of deep learning, a paradigm shift occurred in

VAD, leading to its classification into two primary strate-

gies: pixel-based and pose-based approaches. Pixel-based

methods[1–3, 10, 11, 14, 22, 25] analyze the raw pixel data

to detect anomalies, whereas pose-based approaches con-

centrate on extracted skeletal information and monitoring

the movements of individuals within the scene. This study

specifically focuses on the exploration of pose-based VAD

techniques. Consequently, we will provide a detailed exam-

ination of pose-based methods in the subsequent sections,

highlighting their operational mechanisms and advantages.

In unsupervised learning environments, strategies are de-

veloped to establish tasks that inherently encourage models

to assimilate normal behavior patterns. These tasks predom-

inantly involve reconstructing the current timestep[4, 15,

18, 23] or predicting future or past sequences[13, 21, 26].

Several studies[19, 20] employ a multi-branch framework,

leveraging both objectives to enhance anomaly detection ca-

pabilities, showcasing the diversity and adaptability of un-

supervised methods in identifying deviations from estab-

lished norms.

Among the pose-based models, GEPC[18], TSGAD[20],

and STG-NF[12] distinguish themselves by having their

source code publicly accessible. Consequently, these mod-

els were selected for our experimental analysis. The GEPC

model[18] encodes input pose sequences into a latent graph

space, followed by a clustering process. Anomalies are de-

tected through a Dirichlet mixture model that evaluates the

distribution of cluster-based action normalities. The STG-

NF model[12] leverages normalizing flows to map input

pose sequences into a standard distribution within latent

space, with the degree of deviation from this distribution in-

dicating potential anomalies. The TSGAD model[20] ana-

lyzes anomalies by examining both pose and trajectory data.

It employs a graph variational autoencoder for pose analy-

sis, generating scores based on deviations from the model’s

learned distribution, while the trajectory analysis predicts

Table 1. Number of Poses comparison for ShanghaiTech[17],

CHAD[7], and different cameras views from CHAD [7]

Dataset Number of Poses
Train Test Total

ShanghaiTech[17] 257,650 37,845 295,495

CHAD[7] 802,167 119,867 922,034

CHAD[7] Cam 0 111,230 21,074 132,304

CHAD[7] Cam 1 213,991 35,502 249,493

CHAD[7] Cam 2 245,436 35,727 281,163

CHAD[7] Cam 3 231,510 27,564 259,074

future movements, comparing these predictions to actual

trajectories to produce a trajectory-based anomaly score.

The overall anomaly detection is then determined by com-

bining the scores from both the pose and trajectory analyses.

Multiple pixel-based investigations[8, 16, 27] interpret

”online anomaly detection” differently from our discussion

in Sec. 1. They consider it as the ability of a model to

dynamically render decisions in real time. Contrarily, our

manuscript delves into online learning for anomaly detec-

tion, highlighting the model’s continuous adjustment and

training with streaming data to enhance detection accu-

racy. Furthermore, while several studies[7, 9] explore cross-

domain evaluation under a zero-shot framework, they fall

short of suggesting any strategies for domain adaptation,

particularly concerning streaming data.

3. Methodology
To explore the viablilty of the online unsupervised anomaly

detection training application with frameworks using exist-

ing pose-based algorithms, a three-stage pipeline was devel-

oped, emulating real-world scenarios. This pipelin design

illustrated in Fig. 2 comprises an inference stage, a collec-

tion stage, and a training stage. At the inference stage, algo-

tithm with source pretrained weight is used to process input

stream to identify normal behavioral patterns with potential

existing anomaly noise. Subsequently, sequences detected

as ’normal’ are formatted and collected for training pur-

poses within the collection stage. Once the training data is

accumulated to pre-defined volume, the training stage will

start fine-tuning the pre-trained weights to adapt to the tar-

get domain weight with evaluation. Notably, the inference

stage’s weights are updated with these refined weights with

a lag of two time steps from the initial state because of the

nature of such a pipeline design.

3.1. Inference Methodology

3.1.1 Input Stream

As shown and discussed in Fig. 1 from Sec. 1, prerequi-

site for real-world applications of online anomaly detec-

tion is the capability to accurately detect and track indi-
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vidual figures within video streams to extract sequential

pose information. This process could be easily influenced

by noise, primarily due to the variability introduced by di-

verse streaming conditions such as location, camera angles,

and coverage area.These factors contribute to the domain-

specific nature of anomaly detection tasks. For instance,

jogging or running, which is normal behavior in a park set-

ting, may be considered anomalous within a grocery store

environment.

To minimize the impact of such variability and en-

hance the precision of extracted pose sequences, pose-based

datasets are employed to emulate real-world streaming con-

ditions. Among existing pose based anomaly datasets with

continues pose sequences, CHAD dataset[7] offers a com-

prehensive collection of 922,034 count of pose instances

captured from four different camera views and Shang-

haiTech dataset[17], widely utilized resource, provides a to-

tal of 295,495 pose instances with thirteen camera views as

shown in Tab. 1.

Despite ShanghaiTech’s[17] diversity, including thirteen

distinct scenes, its limited pose instance count per scene

constrains its utility for exploration into the feasibility of

online anomaly detection across varied domains. In this

study, ShanghaiTech[17] is trained as the initial source

weight for different models and four different camera views

from CHAD[7] are used to replicate the stream inputs from

four different domains. Notably, Cam 1 to 3 in CHAD[7]

have at least 200k poses, providing a substantial volume of

data conducive to effective online training and all the train

set data are augmented with anomalous pose data extracted

from the test set, at a ratio of 9.5:0.5 to mirror the nature of

anomalies in typical surveillance scenarios. This strategy

ensures that models are exposed to both normal and anoma-

lous patterns.

3.1.2 Detection

The pre-processed pose sequences undergo actual inference

phase, where they are analyzed within distinct temporal

windows size to the architectural requisites of specific mod-

els—30 frames for TSGAD[20] and GEPC [18], and 24

frames for STG-NF[12] because of specific design. This

window size is selected to align with the standard frame

rate of surveillance cameras. This alignment ensures that

the models are not only compatible with standard surveil-

lance video characteristics but also optimized for detecting

anomalies within a temporal context that mirrors real-world

surveillance scenarios.

3.2. Collection Methodology

One primary limitation when utilizing pre-existing datasets

for such online anomaly detection design is the constrained

volume of pose instances. Moreover, a significant uncer-

tainty in it is the quantity of data that can be classified as

”normal” at inference stage with keeping updated weights.

To mitigate these challenges and more accurately mirror

real-world environments, the training data for each camera

view is strategically partitioned into twelve distinct subsets.

Once each subset has been inferenced and collected, the

training phase would start training. This collecting mech-

anism allows for the systematic analysis of the models’

adaptability and performance across varying conditions, ef-

fectively capturing the evolution of domain-specific charac-

teristics.

3.3. Training Methodology

In the training phase for each algorithm, default settings

were retained with the exception of window and stride sizes.

The window size wasadjusted to match the frame rate of

the input stream for each specific model, ensuring temporal

alignment with the dynamics of the observed activities in

one second. The stride size was uniformly set to 1 across

all models, such decision aimed at achieving balance within

the pipeline’s design, particularly to optimize the efficiency

and responsiveness of the inference stage.

Leveraging pre-existing datasets for fine-tuning offers

the distinct advantage of enabling evaluation of each

model’s performance with different input subsets using the

respective test sets. To thoroughly evaluate the performance

of models and gain a multifaceted understanding of their

strengths and weaknesses, especially in real-world scenar-

ios, we selected a comprehensive suite of metrics. These

metrics—Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic

Curve (AUC-ROC), Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve

(AUC-PR), and Equal Error Rate (EER)—are utilized to as-

sess the efficacy of the models from complementary per-

spectives, ensuring a holistic analysis.

AUC-ROC is a performance measurement for binary

classification problems at various threshold settings. The

ROC curve is a graphical representation that plots the True

Positive Rate (TPR) against the False Positive Rate (FPR)

at different thresholds, essentially showing the trade-off be-

tween sensitivity and specificity. The AUC represents the

degree to which a model is capable of distinguishing be-

tween classes. The higher the AUC, the better the model

is at discriminating between the classes. The AUC-ROC

metric, while useful in many scenarios, can indeed be mis-

leading in the context of highly imbalanced datasets, such

as those typically found in anomaly detection. Thus, it is

vital to use it in combination with other metrics to analyze

the efficacy of anomaly detection models thoroughly.

AUC-PR is a metric that evaluates the trade-off between

precision (the proportion of true positive results in all pos-

itive predictions) and recall (the proportion of true positive

results in all actual positives) for different threshold val-

ues, without being affected by the distribution of class la-
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Table 2. Evaluation of Models Pre-trained on Shanghaitech[17]

Model Test AUC-ROC AUC-PR EER

TSGAD[20]

ShanghaiTech[17] 0.742 0.602 0.315

CHAD[7] Cam 0 0.549 0.550 0.494

CHAD[7] Cam 1 0.561 0.487 0.467

CHAD[7] Cam 2 0.477 0.382 0.507

CHAD[7] Cam 3 0.638 0.696 0.498

GEPC[18]

ShanghaiTech[17] 0.729 0.614 0.318

CHAD[7] Cam 0 0.623 0.608 0.409

CHAD[7] Cam 1 0.622 0.491 0.407

CHAD[7] Cam 2 0.592 0.494 0.437

CHAD[7] Cam 3 0.680 0.693 0.370

STG-NF[12]

ShanghaiTech[17] 0.851 0.869 0.230

CHAD[7] Cam 0 0.582 0.638 0.459

CHAD[7] Cam 1 0.550 0.634 0.488

CHAD[7] Cam 2 0.498 0.608 0.495

CHAD[7] Cam 3 0.633 0.573 0.430

bels. This makes AUC-PR especially valuable for analyz-

ing the efficacy of anomaly detection models, where data is

often imbalanced. The AUC-PR encapsulates the model’s

ability to identify the rare positive cases (anomalies) cor-

rectly while minimizing false positives, which is crucial in

anomaly detection scenarios where the primary concern is

the accurate detection of these rare events.

EER represents the point at which the FPR and False

Negative Rate (FNR) are equal. In the context of anomaly

detection, the EER offers a singular, balanced threshold at

which the likelihood of incorrectly labeling normal behav-

ior as an anomaly equals the likelihood of failing to detect

an actual anomaly. The EER aids in identifying the opti-

mal operating point of a model, thereby facilitating more

informed decisions in the deployment of anomaly detection

systems.

4. Experiments and Evaluation

As mentioned in Sec. 3, ShanghaiTech[17] serves as the

foundation for initial model training, providing pre-trained

weights representative of the source domain. The effi-

cacy of these initial weights, derived from various mod-

els, was evaluated across multiple test sets, including those

from ShanghaiTech[17] and diverse camera views within

the CHAD dataset[7]. The comparative performance analy-

sis is summarized in Tab. 2

Notably, STG-NF[12] emerged as the best model within

the ShanghaiTech[17] test set, outperforming others across

all evaluated metrics, thereby affirming its status as a

state-of-the-art (SoTA) algorithm. TSGAD(pose only)[20],

which originally has pose and path branch, ranked second,

showing its strength in AUC-ROC and EER metrics. How-

ever, when subjected to test sets from different domains,

both STG-NF[12] and TSGAD(pose only)[20] experienced

significant declines in accuracy, underscoring the challenge

of domain shift. In contrast, GEPC[18] shows relatively sta-

ble performance across varied test environments, achieving

the highest overall scores in all CHAD[7] camera views.

Following with TSGAD(pose only)[20] performs the sec-

ond in CHAD[7] CAM 1 and CAM 3 and third in CAM 0

and CAM 2.

This pattern of results, notable drop in accuracy in dif-

ferent domain, aligns with the expectation highlighted in

Sec. 3 that anomaly detection algorithms are highly sensi-

tive to contextual variations.

Tab. 3 presents a comparison of model evaluation re-

sult across three distinct training scenarios: baseline (no

training), average performance across twelve online train-

ing, and outcomes following complete offline training. The

evaluation spans four domains (Cam 0 to Cam 3), each of-

fering unique insights into the adaptability and efficacy of

the models under consideration: TSGAD(pose only)[20].

GEPC[18], and STG-NF[12].

Cam 0 In the online training scenario, GEPC[18]

emerged as the top performer, with STG-NF[12] closely

following, showing their adaptability to this specific do-

main. Conversely, the offline training scenario highlighted

TSGAD’s[20] fine performance, with notable improve-

ments observed from the baseline to the online training

phase, indicating TSGAD’s[20] learning capability in this

domain.

Cam 1 GEPC[18] consistently achieved good results

across most evaluation cases, yet an unexpected drop in per-

formance was observed transitioning from the no training

to the online training scenario. This suggests a potential

anomaly in GEPC’s[18] learning curve or an overfitting is-

sue within this specific context. STG-NF[12], while gen-

erally underperforming, exhibited a further decline in the

offline training scenario, raising questions about its adapt-

ability and efficacy.

Cam 2 Despite a general decline in model performance

in this domain, GEPC[18] maintained its lead, followed by

TSGAD(pose only)[20] and STG-NF[12]. This consistent

pattern across models suggests inherent challenges within

the Cam 2 domain.

Cam 3 TSGAD(pose only)[20] and STG-NF[12]

demonstrated remarkably similar performance metrics, in-

dicating a convergence in their learning capabilities for this

camera view. GEPC[18], maintaining its pattern, stood out

with its performance, reinforcing its robustness across var-

ied conditions.

Detailed analyses of the models’ performance are visual-

ized in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5, each illustrating variations

in evaluation metrics across training numbers. GEPC[18]

consistently exhibits strong performance in AUC-ROC and

EER metrics, while STG-NF[12] excels in AUC-PR across

multiple training stages. Notably, STG-NF[12] model con-

sistently shows high EER and low AUC-ROC, yet achiev-

ing high AUC-PR. Despite this, STG-NF[12] could be use-
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Table 3. Evaluation of TSGAD[20], GEPC[18], and STG-NF[12] on different camera views from CHAD[7] in cases of Baseline (No

Train), Online Training, and Offline Training.

Model Case AUC-ROC AUC-PR EER Model Case AUC-ROC AUC-PR EER
Cam 0 Cam 1

TSGAD[20]

No Train 0.549 0.550 0.494

TSGAD[20]

No Train 0.561 0.487 0.467

Online 0.565 0.548 0.466 Online 0.568 0.488 0.461

Offline 0.632 0.608 0.409 Offline 0.601 0.506 0.430

GEPC[18]

No Train 0.623 0.608 0.409

GEPC[18]

No Train 0.622 0.491 0.407

Online 0.625 0.625 0.419 Online 0.609 0.495 0.422

Offline 0.630 0.635 0.415 Offline 0.630 0.494 0.383

STG-NF[12]

No Train 0.582 0.638 0.459

STG-NF[12]

No Train 0.550 0.634 0.488

Online 0.596 0.651 0.442 Online 0.574 0.661 0.456

Offline 0.615 0.667 0.429 Offline 0.562 0.654 0.464

Cam 3 Cam 4

TSGAD[20]

No Train 0.477 0.382 0.507

TSGAD[20]

No Train 0.638 0.696 0.498

Online 0.497 0.393 0.493 Online 0.647 0.706 0.397

Offline 0.561 0.490 0.422 Offline 0.655 0.656 0.385

GEPC[18]

No Train 0.592 0.494 0.437

GEPC[18]

No Train 0.680 0.693 0.370

Online 0.596 0.505 0.429 Online 0.685 0.704 0.350

Offline 0.625 0.510 0.391 Offline 0.693 0.695 0.338

STG-NF[12]

No Train 0.498 0.608 0.495

STG-NF[12]

No Train 0.633 0.573 0.423

Online 0.510 0.621 0.495 Online 0.647 0.585 0.399

Offline 0.520 0.626 0.495 Offline 0.659 0.600 0.392
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Figure 3. Model AUC-ROC percentage Trend Comparison by Training Number: Long dashes indicate Offline Training, solid lines indicate

Online Training, and dots indicate the Baseline (No training).
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Figure 5. Model EER percentage Trend Comparison by Training Number: Long dashes indicate Offline Training, solid lines indicate

Online Training, and dots indicate the Baseline (No training).
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ful in situations where minimizing false negatives is more

important than avoiding false positives. The model’s ten-

dency to mistakenly classify normal instances as anomalies,

leading to high EER and low AUC-ROC, may be due to its

simplistic assumption of a normal distribution in the latent

space, which struggles to capture complex patterns in large

datasets like CHAD[7].

While GEPC[18] generally exhibited superior perfor-

mance across multiple evaluation scenarios, its incremen-

tal learning gains from baseline to complete offline training

were modest, rarely exceeding a 2% improvement. This

phenomenon likely caused by the design of GEPC’s[18] al-

gorithm, which incorporates a sequencial training mecha-

nism with encoding, decoding, and clustering phases. The

necessity to start each training cycle with encoder fine-

tuning, effectively initializing decoder and cluster compo-

nents without pre-trained weights, might be not ideal for the

demands of online anomaly training. This design choice,

while beneficial in certain contexts, appears to constrain

GEPC’s[18] capacity in online anomaly training design.

On the other hand, STG-NF[12] demonstrated incredi-

ble performance within the controlled setting of the Shang-

haiTech dataset[17] during offline training. However, its

adaptability to the varied domains represented in the CHAD

dataset[7] was less consistent, with improvements from the

baseline to offline training being modest, at approximately

4%. This suggests that while STG-NF[12] is capable of

learning and improving, its architecture may not be suited

to the diverse and dynamic nature of real-world surveillance

scenarios in online anomaly training.

TSGAD(pose only)[20], although not consistently sur-

passing GEPC[18] in domain-specific evaluations, exhib-

ited notable progressions from baseline through online

training to offline training. This trajectory of improvement

highlights TSGAD’s[20] potential compatibility with on-

line anomaly training frameworks. The model’s ability to

learn effectively suggests a structural or algorithmic adapt-

ability that could be optimized for the continuous, evolving

nature of online anomaly training.

These observations underscore the nuanced relationship

between model architecture, training methodology, and do-

main specificity in anomaly detection. The varied perfor-

mance and learning trajectories of GEPC[18], STG-NF[12],

and TSGAD(pose only)[20] across different training stages

and domains illuminate the critical considerations necessary

for tailoring anomaly detection models to the specific re-

quirements and challenges of online training environments.

5. Research Questions and Future Directions
This study highlights the viability and potential of employ-

ing online training strategy with pose-based anomaly de-

tection models utilizing existing datasets. As mentioned in

Sec. 3, the reliance on current datasets introduces uncertain-

ties related to the volume of training data each training time,

complicating the exploration of time constraints within on-

line training frameworks.

It highlights the challenges posed by variable training

data volumes and underscores the necessity of an integrated

end-to-end system for live stream processing and train-

ing execution in future research. Despite these challenges,

our method retains 89.38% effectiveness relative to offline

training, suggesting the potential to not only match but ex-

ceed offline training efficacy with further enhancements.

Critical to this ambition is the precise measurement of the

online learning timing in a balanced system, essential for

demonstrating the practicality of such systems in the wild

applications. The objective is to identify and surpass the

limitations of existing approaches, thereby designing more

effective strategies to tackle the domain-specific barrier en-

countered in the detection of anomalous actions, thereby ad-

vancing the state of research in this specialized area.

6. Conclusion
This study underscores the significant challenges inherent

in applying Video Anomaly Detection (VAD) in real-world

scenarios, due to the dynamic and unpredictable nature

of human behavior, environmental contexts, and domain

shifts. Through an evaluation of SOTA VAD algorithms

within an online learning framework, our research high-

lights the potential of pose-based approaches to not only

address these challenges but also to offer privacy-conscious

solutions suitable for practical applications. The adaptabil-

ity of these models to continuously learn and update from

streaming data represents a critical step forward in bridg-

ing the gap between theoretical research and real-world ap-

plicability. Our findings demonstrate that even under the

most challenging conditions, the proposed online learning

method enables models to maintain a high degree of ef-

fectiveness, retaining up to 89.39% of their original per-

formance. This work paves the way for future research in

enhancing the robustness and adaptability of VAD systems,

ensuring their reliability and efficacy in the wild environ-

ments.
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